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 Introduction: For Kids, Parents, Teachers and Caregivers

Giving kids follow-up coloring sheets is a fun way for them to take what they have 
learned with them when they go. The following 100 are a great way for adults to 
have fun and exercise with the little people in their lives! The names offered to 
each pose are common—or, sometimes, not so common—names used for children’s 
yoga. Each picture is accompanied by a short set of instructions on how to get 
into the pose. I strongly encourage caregivers and children to go through these 
pages together, for safe, fun and creative exercise. Please create a lot of space 
when doing yoga, consult your physician with any concerns beforehand, and 
always warm your body up before balancing or bending. Move slowly and 
mindfully and, breathe!

When doing yoga, remember that breathing is of primary importance. You may 
breathe in many different ways during your yoga sequence, and different 
breathing techniques will encourage different feelings. For example, long, slow 
breaths are calming, while short, quick breaths will energize. Remember that 
coordinating the body movement to the breath should take priority over the 
number of repetitions you do of any one given pose, and even over how deeply 
you go into the pose. For more on the different breaths, I strongly encourage you 
to review the reference materials listed in the Appendix, particularly, the 
Radiant Child coursework.  

Here’s how this book is organized: The Individual poses in Section I, are color-
coded by the colors of the rainbow ; Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue and, Purple . 
Each color represents a certain type of pose, and some poses fall into more than 
one group. A sample rainbow sequence can be found on the back cover. 

The Red exercises focus mainly on core warm ups, stretching, and strengthening 
your abdominals and back. They do also offer some twists, and arm and leg 
strengtheners. The Orange exercises focus generally on the arms and legs 
growing long, strong, and agile, but they also help to strengthen and engage your 
tummy area. Yellow exercises cover mostly balance postures, which really help 
kids with focus and concentration, but they also help with leg strength. The 
Green exercises focus on twisting and bending of the back. The Blue exercise is 
an inversion. There is only one pose in the blue section because most inversions 
are not safe for kids. However, Mouse, Dog-or any pose where the head is below 
the heart- are technically considered an inversion and can therefore be inserted 
in the blue section of your yoga sequence. These are safer for children and offer 
the same wonderful calming effect, which results from more blood flowing to the 



brain, as do more intense inversions. Finally, and most importantly, the Purple 
exercises are for resting and meditating. Always takes a good 5-10 minutes in 
Corpse or Fish at the end of your yoga sequence, and then take some time to sit in 
a meditation position for a while and say thanks to the sun and all the rainbows it 
makes! 

A few important safety notes:
• Always go slowly and listen to your body!
• Remember to always place twisting and bending after Red, Orange, and Yellow 
exercises to ensure you are properly warmed up.
• Always ensure that if you bend one way, you follow-up with a gentle bend in the 
other direction.
• If you would like to try Candlestick (in the Inversion section), be careful, 
breathe, focus, and put a blanket or two under your shoulders so your head and 
neck don’t bend beyond what they want to. 
• Inversions should never be done if a child (or adult) has suffered from a head 
injury.

The Sequence Saver section offers moving “action poses.” (As if kids ever like to 
stay still!) I like to say “insert these and have fun,” because sometimes your 
sequence takes a wrong turn and you need something to re-direct the energy of 
the class or link together poses into a story to get the kids moving and breathing. 
Just pick one of the Sequence Savers, place it in your sequence, and see how 
amazing these movers are! They are almost like mini sun salutations for kids. 
The Sequence Saver Section, and much of the foundation of this art work, is 
inspired by the Radiant Child Yoga Program at www.childrensyoga.com. Shakta 
Kaur Khalsa, from my perspective, is the world’s leading children’s yoga guru. If 
you enjoy this manual, I highly recommend you check out some of her work, 
listed in the Appendix at the end of this book.

The Mini Sequence section is how I present flowing movements to children from 
age seven through ten. I try to link things together in sets of threes, moving from 
less to more challenging to help get the children breathing, moving, and 
transitioning smoothly. You will see, when looking at the postures together, that 
certain poses lead to others.  For example, Mouse, leads to Lion, which leads to 
Dog. The mini sequences are also a good example of how to link together some of 
the singles poses from the first section. 

Last but not least is the Partner Pose section. This section is small, but always a 
winner with kids! These are just a few; there are more partner poses to come in 
the next coloring book!

http://www.childrensyoga.com/
http://www.childrensyoga.com/


How To

The way I use this resource is as follows, defined by age range:

Ages 2-5: After playing a fun warm up game*, I pick 10-12 poses and go through 
them individually, linking them together with a fun story like yoga safari or a 
hike in the forest. I always have a few sequences savers in mind, too, because the 
little ones can be really unpredictable sometimes! Ten to twelve poses will keep 
kids moving for about 10-15 minutes. I like to follow up with a storybook for a few 
minutes at the end to get them sitting and breathing. Then I offer them a coloring 
page or two, always of a pose we did that day, to take home. 

Ages 5-8: After a fun, age appropriate warm up game*, I pick about 20 poses to 
keep them moving and also introduce a few mini sequences, for a sequence time 
of about 20-30 minutes. I also incorporate storytelling in the yoga sequence, but 
not quite as much as with the younger age range. I try to incorporate more 
balance exercises because these kids have just entered the school system, and 
greater demands are being placed on their attention spans. Balance exercises 
help develop focus and concentration. I also like to follow up these classes by 
offering coloring sheets, but I get the kids to look at the summary I put online and 
have them print it out if they want to. Just to save paper, some kids will choose 
not to color, and that is ok. 

Ages 8- 10: Always starting with a fun game*, I use the mini sequences to create 
a bit of flow. At this age, some children are still into coloring and some are not. I 
will be prepared with about 10-13 mini sequences per class, and I use sequence 
savers like mini sun salutations to break up the other sequencing every once in a 
while. For kids this age, the sequence is about 45 minutes. I always finish with 
meditation to help the kids leave with clear minds and flexible bodies!

Thank you for doing yoga, purchasing this resource and supporting 
fullmoonyoga.org community classes.  
 
Happy Yoga!

~ Jodie

*For free suggestions on how to use these coloring sheets in a game or a sequence, please visit 
www.fullmoonyoga.org.

http://www.fullmoonyoga.org/
http://www.fullmoonyoga.org/
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1. Butterfly (Red)
Butterfly is how I like to start my classes because it is a great way to get kids centered and into the class. Start seated with the bottoms 
of the feet together. Then bring the knees down to the ground to the sides of your hips. Keep the torso long and hips low, shoulders 
rolled back and heart and head looking forward. The arms and hands can be in a number of places: on the feet, in front of the feet, or to 
the shoulders. Butterfly could also be a Purple pose, as it is a great meditation pose. (In Sanskrit, this pose is Baddha Konasana)
.  
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2. Flower (Red)
Flower pose is a fun core strengthener to include in a garden yoga sequence. Seated on the mat, place the bottoms of the feet together 
and raise the knees. Breath and engage your core while balancing on your tail. Reach the arms under each calf and let your hands and 
fingers flutter in the breeze like flower petals. 
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3. Little Boat (Red)
Another core strengthener and tail balancer: Boat Pose! Sitting on the mat, use your core strength to lift the torso and legs off the mat. 
You are a little Boat!You may rock back and forth. but make sure you have enough space to keep your head safe. Your back is off the 
mat with your shoulders rolled back. Extend the arms to reach forward and breathe deeply in this pose before trying to make your boat 
a little bit bigger.  (In Sanskrit, this pose is a variation of Paripurna Navasana)
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4. Big Boat (Red)
Make your boat big! Continue breathing deeply while balancing on your tail. Keep your torso and legs off the ground with Big Boat. 
Straighten your legs and point your toes up to the sky. Ahoy! Raise the mast! Keep your shoulder rolled back and fingers pointing 
straight ahead. (In Sanskrit, this pose is Paripurna Navasana)
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5. Crab (Red)
Crab is a great pose for countering the effects of sitting in a chair, which makes it perfect for school children! You can make this a fun 
mover by doing Crab Walk on your hands and feet. With hands and feet on the floor, straighten the arms, roll the shoulders back, and 
lift the chest and hips off the ground, keep the legs bent and engage your core while breathing deeply. Try to make  your body flat, like a 
table. Crab is a good addition to a sea adventure yoga sequence. (In Sanskrit, this pose is Ardha Purvottanasana)
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6. Cat (Red)
For Cat Pose, place all four paws on the ground with your chest facing the mat. Then arch your back and raise your heart, while 
dropping your head. Press your hands, fingers and lower legs into the mat. Feel the stretch in your torso as you drop your head and 
your hips. Make yourself look like an angry Cat: you can even breathe in deeply and hiss if you want to! This is great in combination 
with Cow Pose (next) (In Sanskrit, this pose is Marjaryasana)
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7. Cow (Red)
Cow is the opposite of Cat, with all four hooves on the ground :). This time, drop your heart, roll your shoulders back, and raise your 
hips and head. Moo like a cow! Mooooo using your breathing and switch back and forth between Cat (Previous) and Cow. Cat Cow and 
Twist (next) are great core loosener’s and also gentle back bends, which could be considered Green poses. (In Sanskrit, this pose is 
Bitilasana)
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8. Cat Cow Twist (Red)
Some call this pose a Table Twist. What ever name you offer it, it is a great addition to Cat and Cow for loosening your spine. 
Staying on all fours, twist or curl your head and tailbone in the same direction, making your body into a sideways “U”, to 
create a whole different kind of back stretch. 
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9. Cat Balance (Red)
This is a balance on two paws instead of four! Starting with all four paws on the ground, raise your right arm and reach your fingers in 
front of you, rolling your right shoulder forward. Keep your left hand on the ground. Raise your left leg straight out behind you, in line 
with your torso. Keep your right knee on the ground. Then put all your paws back down and try it on the other side! Since this is a 
balance pose, it could also be considered Yellow.   
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10. Cat Ballet (Red)
I call this Cat Ballet because it is the next step after the Cat Balance, and you need a touch of grace and focus to do this. Starting from 
the Cat Balance, reach back and take hold of the back foot that’s raised in the air. Keep your bottom hand and knee grounded on the 
mat. (Cat Ballet and Balance are not recommended if you have carpal tunnel or wrist injuries). Cat Ballet and Balance could also be 
Yellow, as they are a Balancing act indeed!  
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11. Happy Baby (Red)
Take a fun break in Happy Baby. Holding the feet, gently roll backward so that your back is on the mat. Your head can be up or resting 
comfortably on the mat. Keep hold of the feet with the legs bent, and roll on your back around on the mat. Grown ups, make sure 
children have enough space to do this exercise, and ensure their heads are safe when rolling back gently, safely and slowly. Happy Baby 
is also fairly restful and could be considered Purple. (In Sanskrit, this pose is Ananda Balasana) 
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12. Alligator (Red)
For Alligator, go on your tummy, pretend your mat is a river and you are an Alligator in that river! Swim around, lift your chest, arms, 
and legs, and snap your arms together and apart like alligator jaws. Your tail flip-flaps behind you as you strengthen and stretch the 
front and back of your core. This is a great addition to a yoga adventure story like Yoga Safari or Swamp Adventure! Alligator is also a 
backbend, and could be considered Green. 
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13. Shark (Red)
Now let your mat be the ocean... and you are a Shark! Lie on your tummy and clasp your hands behind you. Raise your chest. This is 
your dorsal fin! Keep your legs together and up in the back for your tail. Make your gaze straight ahead and fierce, like shark. Don’t 
forget your breathing! Shark could also be Green.  
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14. Mouse (Red)
Mouse is so many things all in one: a lower back loosener, a restful pose, and also like a mild inversion because your head is lower than 
your heart. With your hands in front of your head like mouse paws, your forehead on the mat, and your knees to the chest, you are tiny 
like  a mouse! You could color this Blue or Purple, too!  Also called Child’s Pose, Mouse is similar to Seed (following).  (In Sanskrit, this 
pose is a variation of Balasana) 
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15. Seed (Red)
Place your chest on your knees and your head on the floor. Here, with your arms behind you and your shoulders and arms resting at 
your sides, you are tiny as a seed! Other poses seem to grow easily from Seed! Similar to Mouse,  this could be Blue or Purple also. (In 
Sanskrit, this pose is a variation of Balasana)
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16. Rock (Red)
Lie on your back and give your knees a hug in Rock Pose. Keeping your knees to your chest, roll gently on the mat. Rock is great for 
countering all the sitting that kids do in the classroom. It is also a relaxing, calming and gentle stretch for your back, hips and knees 
helps to stretch the place where the sciatic nerve runs down the hips. It is also a relaxing, calming and gentle stretch for your back, 
hips, and knees. You could also color this Purple.   (In Sanskrit, this pose is Apasana)
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17. Down Dog (Orange)
Press four paws into the mat, extend the arms and legs, and raise the tail to the sky. Let your head and neck hang loose between  your 
arms, and plant your hands and fingers firmly in the mat. Keep the shoulders away from the ears and in a little. Breathe deeply  and 
stretch your hips up to the sky while you press your paws down and howl like a dog! Downward Dog could also be Blue since your head 
is below your heart. (In Sanskrit, this pose is Adho Mukha Svanasana ) 
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18. One Leg Up Dog (Orange)
The Dog raises his leg to stretch and reaches his back paw to the sky while keeping the other one firmly rooted in the mat. Keep one 
back paw on the mat while the other raises high to the sky, in a straight line with the torso and the arms. Use your core to hold your 
back leg up and in this straight line! (In Sanskrit, this pose is a variation of Adho Mukha Svanasana)
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19. Dolphin (Orange)
Dolphin is similar to Downward Dog, only you’re on your forearms instead of your hands. With hands clasped together, ground through 
your forearms. Let your head and neck hang loose between the shoulders and upper arms. Use your core to lift your tail up and bring 
the heels down toward the mat. Dolphin, Down Dog and One Leg Dog could all be considered Blue. (In Sanskrit, this pose is a variation 
of Adho Mukha Svanasana)
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20. Standing Forward Fold (Orange) 
Standing forward fold is a really great way to calm down. It’s also a gentle inversion because your 
head is below your heart! Keep the feet firmly planted and bend the knees slightly. Slowly, bend 
forward from the hips. Let the torso, neck, head, and shoulders all hang down loose like a goose to 
the ground. This could be Green for bending, or Blue for inverting.(In Sanskrit, this pose is called 
Uttanasana)
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21. Flat Back (Orange)
A good follow up to Standing Forward Fold is Flat Back. This pose is exactly as it sounds! Root through your feet, and use your core and 
lower back to raise your torso so it is parallel with the floor and a 90 degree angle to your body. The arms hang loose, eyes look down 
and top of the head reaches forward. 
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22. Chair (Orange)
Place the feet a fist-width apart and ground the feet firmly in the mat. Bend the knees and drop the hips down as though you are sitting. 
Stay grounded through your feet and keep your knees the same distance apart as your feet. Then raise your arms and stretch them up 
to the sky. Pretend you are in a chair ... a bit of an uncomfortable one, too! You can also start this from Standing Forward Fold. Breathe 
deeply into your core while you do this great leg strengthener! (In Sanskrit, this pose is Utkatasana)
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23. Chair Twist (Orange)
Take your chair and twist it! (Yes, this could be a Green, too!) From Chair, bring your right elbow to the left knee. Put  your hands in 
prayer position with the left elbow pointing to the sky. Feel the stretch along your side ribs while strengthening your legs! Then change 
sides. Twists like this help to wring out the internal organs, releasing toxins accumulated during daily life, eating, breathing or being.   
(In Sanskrit, this pose is a variation of Utkatasana )
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24. Plank (Orange)
Plank is also a core (Red) part of your yoga sequence because you have to engage your core to keep your body flat and off the mat. 
Hands are shoulder distance apart and the shoulders are above the wrists with arms extended. Look down at the mat with hands firmly 
planted. Plank is a great addition to a Water or Pirate yoga sequence! (In Sanskrit, this pose is Utthita Chaturanga Dandasana)
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25. Side Plank (Orange)
Now take your Plank to the Side! It’s such a fun balance that you could make this Yellow, too! Hold one hand firm and steady on the 
mat, fingers spread apart, arm extended, while reaching the other arm to the sky. Balance with one foot resting on top of the other and 
the chest and hips facing sideways.   (In Sanskrit, this pose is Vasisthasana)
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26. Chaturanga (Orange)
I just called this by it’s Sanskrit name Chaturanga  because it is oh-so-fun to say! It rolls off your tongue and challenges your body 
vertically from head to toes! From Plank pose, slowly bend your arms and lower yourself almost down to your mat, exhaling as you go. 
Hold your body two or three inches off the mat by using your core strength! Keep the elbows tucked close to your sides and your 
shoulders rolled back. Ground through the hands, fingers and balls of the feet. Last but not least, breathe deeply and focus during 
Chaturanga! 
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27. Low Lunge (Orange)
In Low Lunge the front foot is parallel with the long end of the mat. Bend the front knee over the foot and bring the back knee to the mat 
behind you. Feel the hips stretch as you breathe deeply. Reach the arms up to the sky, stretching your torso and shoulders upwards. 
This pose is great for running sport warm up/cool down! (In Sanskrit, this pose is Anjaneyasana)
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28. Lunge Low to the Ground (Orange)
The back leg is almost straight with the knee off the ground (as compared with Low Lunge). Lift the back heel up, so you are grounding 
through the back toes and ball of the foot. The front foot is planted firmly with the front knee bent over the front foot. Bring your chest 
to your knee and your hands to either side of the front foot. Look forward, smile and breathe while strengthening your legs!
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29. High Lunge (Orange)
Just like Lunge Low to the Ground, but reach the arms and torso up! Feel the strength in your legs and the stretch in your torso as you 
reach to the sky. Notice all that space between your ribs! Roll the shoulders back and lift the heart forward. Look straight ahead, 
breathe, and smile! 
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30. Twisting Lunge (Orange)
Start with the feet in High Lunge, right foot forward. Focus, breathe, and keep your footing firm as you twist and bring your torso to the 
side. Exhale! Place the left elbow to the right knee, bottom elbow pointing down to the mat, top elbow pointing to the sky. Feel the 
stretch on the side ribs and hips while strengthening your legs, twisting, and balancing. Then, switch legs and twist the other way. This 
pose could be a Green twister or also a Yellow Balancer pose (In Sanskrit, this pose is Parivrtta Anjaneyasana) 
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31. Warrior I (Orange)
This is just like High Lunge, but with different foot positioning. For Warrior I, your front foot aims forward and your front leg is bent 
with the knee over foot. It’s similar to the Lunge, but your back foot on the mat is turned flat, almost parallel with the short end of your 
mat. Both of your heels should be on the same line. Turn your back toes a little closer to your body than your back heel and then turn 
your torso toward the front of the mat. Reach your arms up to the sky, roll your shoulders back and your heart forward. (In Sanskrit, 
this pose is Virabhadrasana I )
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32. Warrior II (Orange)
Warrior II brings your back foot perfectly parallel to the short end of the yoga mat and your front foot pointing forward. Open the hips 
so that your torso faces to the side. Bend your front knee so the knee is over the foot. Reach one arm forward and one arm backward. 
Look forward, smiling and breathing. You are strong! Warrior and lunge poses are also considered balancers, so they could be Yellow, 
too. Remember to do the pose on the other side! (In Sanskrit, this pose is Virabhadrasana II )
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33. Side Angle (Orange)
Start in Warrior II with the left leg in front. Bring your left elbow to your left knee, reach your right arm up and over your ear. You will 
be bending at the hips, stretching and reaching to the side. Allow your top forearm and hand to hang down, or extend the top arm 
straight in line with your torso and back leg. Keep the back leg straight with the back foot parallel to the short end of your mat.  (In 
Sanskrit this pose is a variation of Utthita Parsvokonasana) 
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34. Goddess (Orange)
A great hip stretch and leg strengthener, this pose is strong like a Goddess! Feet wide apart and firmly planted, legs bent with knees 
wide apart over the feet. Arms are bent, hands up, chest forward, shoulders back. Keep the neck long and look forward. Breathe and 
smile because yoga makes you happy! (In Sanskrit, this pose is Utkata Konasana)
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35. Triangle (Orange)
The foot stance is similar to Warrior I, with your back foot sideways, front foot forward.  The legs are straight in Triangle Pose. From 
your hips, bend sideways to the right and lower the right hand to your right foot. Reach your other arm to the sky and look up. You are 
making your body into a Triangle! Don’t forget to change sides. (In Sanskrit, this pose is Trikonasana )
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36. Star (Orange)
Stand on your mat with your feet wide, legs straight like in Triangle, and arms up by your sides, palms facing forward with your heart 
and chest, thumbs up because Yoga is fun! Raise the top of your head up while you ground your feet into the mat. Reach your arms, legs 
and head away from one another in this great full body stretch that is Star Pose!. 
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37. Mountain (Yellow)
Stand tall, with feet together or fist-width apart, planted firmly in the mat. Have a very slight 
bend in the knees and hips gently forward. The torso is long with shoulders rolled back and the 
head to the sky. Look straight forward and smile: you are a Mountain! Hands can be at the side or 
in front of the heart. (In Sanskrit, this pose is called Tadasana)
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38. High Mountain (Yellow)
From Mountain, inhale and bring your arms up at the side to High Mountain. Keep the feet firmly 
rooted in the mat  while reaching arms up high. Feel the the full body stretch: you are a tall, tall 
mountain touching the sky with your finger tips and rooting yourself in the earth with your feet! 
Mountain and High Mountain are so great to add into a yoga hiking adventure sequence, along 
with some Trees! (In Sanskrit, this is a variation of Tadasana)
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39. Little Tree (Yellow)
Now take your hiking sequence to the forest for some trees! Choose one foot and root in the yoga 
mat. Place the other foot to the inner calf of the standing leg. Breathe deeply and bring your 
hands together or up and to the side like branches on a Little Tree! (In Sanskrit, this pose is a 
variation of Vrksasana)
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40. Big Tree (Yellow)
With a bit more focus you can grow from a Little Tree into a Big Tree! Root your standing foot 
more firmly and bring your other foot up to the inner thigh. Breathe deeply and focus while you 
use your core to  hold your body straight up, with one leg planted like a tree root. Raise your 
branches in the air like a Big Tree, or try another variation (next) of this great focus-building 
pose.  (In Sanskrit, this pose is Vrksasana)
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41. Big Tree : Variation II (Yellow) 
You can never get enough Big Tree! Here is one more variation of Big Tree. Balance poses such as 
this one help with focus in addition to coordination. Don’t forget to do tree poses (all variations) 
on the other side: always balance your balances! (In Sanskrit, this pose is a variation of 
Vrksasana)
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42. Eagle (Yellow)
Get your wings all wrapped up in Eagle pose! Work on your balance and coordination. Root your 
left foot into the ground, and then bend your left knee. Cross your other (right) leg over the top. 
Then, bring the right elbow underneath the left elbow, wrap the forearms and wrists around each 
other, and clasp your hands. Look forward and focus like an Eagle soaring on the High Mountain. 
Don’t forget to try this on the other leg! (In Sanskrit, this pose is called Garudasana )
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43. Warrior III (Yellow)
The third Warrior was balanced! Root one foot firmly in your mat, pointing forward. Then lift  your back leg and balance your flat body 
on your standing leg. Reach your arms in front of you and your other foot and leg behind you, like a Giant letter “T”. Keep your focus 
and don’t forget to breathe. Be sure you try this on the other side, too, to develop well-balanced leg coordination and strength. Warrior 
pose, and most leg balances, could also be considered Orange. In your sequence for leg strength, remember it helps to warm up the legs 
before you do balances!(In Sanskrit, this pose is Virabhadrasana III)
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44. Half Moon (Yellow)
A great addition to a Hiking or a Bedtime story sequence is Half Moon pose! In this balance, your Warrior III turns to the side. Reach 
one arm up to the sky and the other to the mat or block. Be sure your balancing leg’s foot is rooted and pointed forward. The top leg 
lengthens and reaches up slightly (or straight back, if you have a block under your  bottom hand). Use your core strength to hold your 
body spread out sideways like a Half Moon, and don’t forget to try this on the other side! (In Sanskrit, this pose is Ardha Chandrasana)
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45. Hand to Big Toe (Yellow)
To get into Hand to Big Toe, start in Mountain, breathe deeply, focus, and lift one leg to the inner 
thigh for a Tree pose. Hold the raised foot and, when ready and rooted firmly, extend that leg up 
and out to the side. Hold your big toe and stand tall and proud. This is almost a Tree but with a 
smaller trunk and more branches! Don’t forget to try this on the other leg. (In Sanskrit, this pose 
is a variation of Utthita Hasta Padangusthasana) 
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46. Other Hand to Big Toe (Yellow)
A cross-over of Hand to Big Toe! Start from there, with your leg extended and the foot in your 
hand. Keep breathing deeply and rooting through your other leg. Engage your core! Now, using 
your focus and concentration to keep you upright, gracefully pass the foot to the other hand. 
Enjoy the confidence this balance pose instills!  (In Sanskrit, this pose is a variation of Utthita 
Hasta Padangusthasana ) 
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47. Dancer (Yellow)
For Dancer, leave one leg and foot rooted on the mat, with the knee bent slightly .  Engage your quads, then focus and breathe. Bring 
your other leg up and bend it behind you. Then take hold of the back foot with one or both hands. Keep your focus on your footing and 
breathing as you lower your chest forward. Keep holding your back foot. You are balancing on one leg like a graceful Dancer! ( In 
Sanskrit, this is a variation of Natarajasana) 
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48. Camel (Green)
Camel is perfect for a Yoga Safari Adventure! Come kneeling on the mat. Have your knees and feet hip width apart, and root down. 
Breathe deeply while you slowly lower your torso back, listening to your body. Stop if your back is saying “no more bending, thanks!” 
Let your shoulders and arms hang back or take hold of your heels behind you, reach the top of your head  back and up, and use your 
core strength to hold your hips, back and shoulders over your lower legs in Camel Pose.  (In Sanskrit, this pose is Ustrasana )
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49. Cobra (Green)
Lie on your tummy with your legs on the ground like a Cobra tail. Bring your hands under your shoulders and ground down through 
the hands and fingers into the mat. Then lift your chest off the ground while keeping your arms bent slightly. Bring your heart forward 
and raise your head and neck to the sky as you stretch your back and chest and breathe in deeply. When breathing out you can hiss like 
a Cobra! (In Sanskrit, this pose is Bhujangasana)
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50. Pigeon (Green)
From Cobra, leave one leg on the mat behind you like a Pigeon tail! Bring the other leg in front of you, bend the knee, and bring that foot 
either to the inside of your opposite arm or just in front of it, depending on what your body says. Your hands are firmly planted in the 
mat under the shoulders, back arched, neck long.  Feel the stretch in your hips and knees, and don’t forget the other side. (In Sanskrit,  
for this pose is a variation of Eka Pada Rajakapotasana)
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51. Up Dog (Green)
Not Down Dog, but Upward Dog! Hands are planted firmly into the mat, shoulder width apart. Take your legs just off the ground so you 
are using your core to hold yourself arched, and bring the chest forward and shoulders back. I like to include a fun howl with this one: 
“Owwwooooo!” Listen to your back, don’t bend too much, and always remember to breathe! (In Sanskrit, this pose is Urdhva Mukha 
Svanasana) 
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52. Twisting River (Green)
Start on your back for the Twisting River, more commonly called the Side Lying Twist. Bring your knees to one side and breathe in and 
out a few times. Then take your knees to the other side, making your body twist like a river, relaxing and stretching the side of the body 
from the head to hips. This pose is also very restful, with your heart on the same level as your head, so it could be Purple, too. (In 
Sanskrit, this pose is a variation of Supta Matsyendrasana) 
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53. Bridge (Green)
Put a Bridge over your Twisting River! Lying flat on your back, bend your knees  and place your feet on the mat. Keep the knees and the 
feet hip distance apart. Stretch your arms down by your sides and try to touch your heels with your hands. Keep your arms close to 
your body. Ground through the feet, shoulders and arms, and raise your hips while breathing deeply. Next, lift up the Bridge for a boat 
to go under!  (In Sanskrit, this pose is Setu Bandha Sarvangasana )
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54. One Leg Bridge (Green)
Lift the drawbridge over the Twisting River for One Leg Bridge! Keep pressing your arms into the mat in Bridge, with your shoulders 
loose and your head on the mat. Using your core strength, breathe and focus to lift one leg slowly. Reach the toes up and out, hold for a 
moment, then put down that leg, pause, and lift the other leg slowly and mindfully. One Leg Bridge could also be Yellow for balance. (In 
Sanskrit, this pose is a variation of Setu Bandha Sarvangasana)
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55. Wheel  (Green)
For Wheel pose,  lie on your back with your knees bent and feet grounded on the mat. Take your hands by your shoulders, fingers 
pointing towards your feet. Ground through all fours and straighten your arms and legs to raise your heart to the sky! Holding yourself 
up, back arched, in this deep back bend, loosen the hips and chest and - most importantly - BREATHE. Listen to your back! If it says 
“No, Thanks,” then skip Wheel and rest a bit, because your body likes that just as much as yoga! (In Sanskrit, this pose is Urdhva 
Dhanurasana) 
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56. Seated Forward Bend (Green)
Sit down on your mat, spread your legs wide (or keep them together), breathe in,  and reach your arms to the sky. Then, breathe out 
and bend forward at the waist. Take a breathe here and then lower your torso toward your leg on one side, reaching the top of your 
head toward your toes. Take a few slow breaths, then rise up and move slowly to the other side, holding for several breathing cycles.  
(In Sanskrit, this pose is Upavistha Konasana)
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57. Seated Forward Twisting Bend (Green)
Now add a twist to your forward bend to help loosen up the area where your sciatic nerve runs through your hips to your lower leg. 
This is great for kids who sit a lot, and for kids who are runners.  Cross your bent right leg over your straight left leg. Take your left 
elbow to the right knee, twisting your torso. Breathe a few times here and then try this on the other side. (In Sanskrit, this pose is a 
variation of Upavistha Konasana)
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58. Candlestick (Blue)
For Candlestick, use your core strength to hold your body straight up and down, with feet to the 
sky! Keep your arms bent and hold your ribcage with your hands. Your upper arms, shoulders 
and head are all on the mat (or on the blankets). Be careful with your neck in this one! Try using 
a folded blanket underneath you, with your shoulders on the blanket but your head off the 
blanket and resting on the mat behind you. This helps to make sure you do not bend the neck 
beyond what it wants. This pose is also knows as Shoulder Stand and could be Yellow. (In 
Sanskrit, this pose is called Sarvangasana)
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59. Fish (Purple)
Start Fish by lying flat on your back. Then raise the heart, arch the back up off the mat, and carefully duck the head and neck back 
behind you. Ground down through the forearms, hips, legs and the back of the head. I like to offer kids a block to put under their back 
and often cradle their precious heads so they are comfortable and not exerting themselves in this restful pose. Fish is a great addition 
to the end of a Water Adventure yoga Sequence. (In Sanskrit, this pose is Matsyasana)
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60. Corpse Pose (Purple) 
Some like to call this easy pose! I like to call it the best of the sequence or Log pose near the end of my Twisting River Yoga Sequence 
story! Just get comfortable and lie flat! Stay in this restful spot and breathe slowly for at least five minutes. Corpse Pose  allows kids to 
breathe and be aware of all the body parts they worked so that they feel rested and great! This also gets kids ready to complete the 
practice with a short meditation. (In Sanskrit, this pose is Savasana)
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61. Lotus Pose (Purple)
The most common meditation pose is Lotus, but it is very challenging to get into this one. It is not 
for everyone! Half Lotus or Criss Cross Apple Sauce are also perfect for meditation!  Meditation 
poses are a great way to end or start the practice. They let kids center and breathe from the core 
before they start moving either into yoga or into their day. All meditation poses could be 
considered Red, as sitting up straight also strengthens your core! (In Sanskrit, this pose is called 
Padmasana)
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62. Half Lotus (purple)
A bit easier than Full Lotus for most of us! Start seated in Criss Cross Applesauce. Bring just one 
foot and heel up to the other calf. Sit with the back straight and shoulders rolled back. Sometimes 
it’s nice to have a cushion under your hips for this. Always take some time to breathe here and be 
thankful for yoga and the rainbows it can bring on a rainy day!    (In Sanskrit, this pose is a 
variation of Padmasana)
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63. Hero (Purple)
For Hero pose, sit back on your heels with the knees bent. Roll the shoulders back, keep the spine 
and neck long, and look straight forward with your fingertips and palms pressed together in front 
of the heart. Fingers and hands together in front of the heart while in Hero pose, adds a bit of 
brain balancing! (In Sanskrit, this pose is called Virasana) 
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64. Criss Cross Applesauce (Purple)
Good, old fashion Criss Cross Applesauce is my favorite! Sit crossed legged, just like your teacher 
asks you to do in circle time! With your torso long and your shoulders rolled back, breathe slowly 
and be happy! Now you have come full circle and made a complete yoga rainbow!
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Sequence 
Savers

(Just insert into the sequence and 
have fun!)
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65. Gorilla Breathing 
For Gorilla breathing, start by sitting in Criss Cross Applesauce or Butterfly, hands to the feet. Inhale and round your back behind your 
heart between your shoulders. Exhale in the opposite action, bringing your heart forward. Rock the hips gently as you breathe in and 
out, and make sounds like a grunting gorilla! You can do this slow or fast, and it is a great addition or injection into a Yoga Safari 
Sequence! This is a good starter to get kids energized! 
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66. Hula Hoops
Arms up to the sky, pretend you have a hula hoop around our waist and you are trying to keep it up by circling your hips. Keep feet 
planted firmly while you circle and loosen your hips in one direction, and then the other. Keep reaching your arms to the sky and fully 
lengthen your body. So fun to add in a playground story sequence.  
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67. Monkey Arm Sway
Hey Hey it’s the Monkey Arm Sway! While standing up, bring one hand to the chest and gently tap your chest like a Monkey while you 
extend the other arm to your side. Then switch. Add some monkey screeches while you are at it. To insert some more Monkey silly into 
your sequence, you can even do a dance. This is great for coordinating movements with breath, and Monkey Arm Sway is a great 
addition to a Yoga Safari  adventure!
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68. Yoga Jacks
Not just jumping jacks, but YOGA Jacks! Stand with the legs and arms wide and straight and breathe! Bend over and take one hand to 
the opposite toe. Then come back up to center and switch sides. Do this a few times, but warm up the back first before doing this 
bending and moving pose, and make sure kids have enough space to do this safely.  
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69. Frog Hops
Crouch down like a Frog and ...“Ribbit!” Start with hands to the floor in front of you.  Lean forward, plant the feet, breathe in deeply, and 
then exhale and jump forward like a frog! Land softly, bend the knees, and come back to a crouching position, feet firmly planted and 
turned out slightly. Make sure kids have lots of space in all directions to do this safely. It’s fun to inject this one into your children’s 
yoga sequence; it fits with a Garden, River, Safari... so many sequences can make use of Frog Hops!  
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70. Hero Arm Sweeps
I like to think of this as Hero into “tall” Camel and then back to Hero. Start seated in Hero with the legs hip distance apart, 
shoulders rolled back, and spine long. Inhale and sweep the arms up by your side, bringing the palms together above you, and then 
raise the hips. Exhale as you lower slowly down to Hero, keeping the fingers and palms pressing together for added brain balancing. 
Sit in Hero for a breath or two before sweeping your arms again, and be sure to always ground through the lower legs that are 
pressing in the mat. Try this slowly at first, and also more rapidly if you want to raise the energy of the class. Make sure kids have 
lots of space for this one: ask them to extend their arms to their sides at first, and if they are touching the child next to them, move 
them around so everyone has enough space.  
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71. Elephant Walk 
Walk like an Elephant! Make your arms into your trunk and bend over, letting your trunk sway. Every once in a while, wave your trunk 
in the air! Walk consciously, with your feet firmly planted at each step. Move slowly and mindfully through the Safari or Jungle, just 
like an Elephant would! Make Elephant noises and spray for added fun!   
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72. Scissors
Start in Candlestick. Be sure to be safe. Have a blanket under your shoulders to make sure your head and neck comfy, and use your 
core to balance yourself. From Candlestick, open your legs and then close them like a pair of Scissors cutting some paper! Kids needs 
space for this one. 
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Mini 
Sequences

(Add a Little Flow)
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73. Butterfly Warm Up I
Start sitting in Butterfly, with feet together and wings in the sky! Spend some quality time here, take some balloon breaths by inhaling 
and lifting your arms up at your sides, and exhaling and bringing your hands together and in front of your chest. Butterfly is a great 
way to start class; you can fly to many places in this versatile pose;) 
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74. Butterfly Warm Up II (Washing Machine)
You can also do this with Lotus legs. Bring your hands to your shoulders with your torso long. Stay grounded through your seat and 
legs. Inhale and twist your long torso one way, exhale back to center, and inhale to twist the torso the other way. Keep going! When you 
go at a faster pace, you can feel it energize the classroom! 
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75. Boats!
Sit on the mat with the legs up and the hands holding behind your knees. Rock gently back and forth, feeling your spine rolling slowly 
on and off the mat. Hold yourself upright by using your core to be a still Little Boat for a while, then straighten the legs and raise your 
mast to become a Big Boat! 
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76. Boat Flowers
Start in Little Boat.  Grab the feet and extend the legs straight, balancing on the tail into Lotus Flower pose. After a few steady, focused 
breaths, place the bottom of the feet together and bring the arms under the calves and wave the hands like petals of a lily pad in the 
water. Another great core strengthener! 
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77. Cobra, Alligator, Pigeon
Leaving the legs on the mat like a Cobra tail, lift the chest and heart forward, roll shoulders back, and hiss. Drop to the mat, take  a 
moment lying face down, and then lift your arms and legs. Press down on the mat with your tummy and reach the arms forward. Roll 
the shoulders back and breathe deeply and slowly, and snap your arms together and apart like Alligator jaws! Then bring your hands 
under your shoulders on the mat and lift up enough to bring one leg forward into Pigeon. Don’t forget the other side! 
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78. Cobra, Alligator, Rocking Horse
As above, start in Cobra. Don’t forget to hiss! Then come down, rest for a moment, and rise into Alligator. Snap your arms together and 
apart like Alligator Jaws! Then reach back and grab your ankles behind you, keeping the knees hip distance apart or closer. Breathe 
and smile! You are now a Rocking Horse!  
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79. Cat, Cow, Twist
This is a great core- and spine- loosening mini-sequence. On all four paws, breathe in and drop your heart toward the mat as you roll the 
shoulders and hips up and back for Cow. Breath out, and round the back the other way, dropping shoulders, hips, and head for Cat Pose. 
Keep the lower legs and hands firmly rooted in the mat. Then come to a neutral spine position before twisting your hips to the same side 
as your shoulders and then the other side, coordinating each movement with your breath. 
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80. Mouse, Lion, Dog
This one is super fun and can be really LOUD! Start in Mouse pose with the head down on the mat and the arms and hands reaching 
gently in front of you. Breathe out and raise yourself up on all fours with arms straight, shoulders over hands, and hips over knees. 
Give a loud ferocious “ROAR!!” (This is similar to Cat, only louder!)  Then raise your hips and press four paws into the mat for Down 
Dog. Feel your head hang loose between your extended arms. 
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81. Table, Cat Balance, Cat Ballet
Start on all four paws with the back flat (neutral). Look forward. Find good grounding through your palms and your lower legs. Reach 
your right arm straight ahead in front of you and your left leg back behind you. Take a breath or two. Then arch your back, take a look 
behind you, and take hold of your left foot with your right hand for some Cat Ballet! Use your core to keep your body in line with your 
mat, and root firmly through the bottom leg and arm.   
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82. Dog, Plank, Side Plank
With all four paws pressing down, reach the tail up to the sky and hang the head loose between the arms in Dog. Then engage your core 
and make your body flat like a Plank. Take a breath or two and then turn your whole Plank to the side, grounding down through the 
bottom arm and hand. Reach up with the top arm! Don’t forget to try this on the other side and don’t do this if you have any wrist 
injuries or carpal tunnel. 
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83. Dog, One Leg Dog, Lunge Low to the Ground
Start with all four paws pressing down. Press up into Dog pose, with the tail in the sky. Then lift one leg and hold it in line with your 
arms and torso, breathing deeply. On an exhale, bring your raised foot down and forward between your hands, coming into Lunge Low 
to the Ground! Hands are on the mat on either side of your feet, and you are looking forward. Don’t forget to try this on the other side! 
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84. Lunge Low to the Ground, High Lunge, Twisting Lunge
Start in Lunge Low to the Ground with the back leg almost straight, the front leg bent with the knee over foot, and the hands on the 
mat. Then inhale, lift the torso, and reach for the sky with the shoulders rolled back for High Lunge. Ground down through the feet, 
focus, breathe, and maintain balance. Then come into Twisting Lunge, bringing your opposite elbow to the front knee. Try this on the 
other side, too, and make sure you have lots of space in case you fall over (it happens!).
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85. Goddess, Warrior II, Triangle
Stand with feet wide apart. Bend your legs and arms and aim the fingers up to the sky! You are a Goddess! Breathe deeply as you point 
the right foot forward and straighten the left leg behind you, coming into Warrior II. Turn the back foot parallel with the short end of 
your yoga mat and reach the arms forward and backward. Look down the front arm and keep your torso long. Keep breathing deeply 
straighten the front leg. Then bend sideways at the hip to bring your right hand to your right foot or ankle. Reach the other arm up and 
look to the sky! You are a Triangle! Don’t forget to try this mini on the other side as well. 
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86. Warrior I, Warrior II, Warrior III
Start in In Warrior I. Breathe. Bring your back foot to parallel position with the back end of your mat, open the hips to the side, and 
extend your arms forward and back into Warrior II pose. Look down the front arm, smile and breathe! Now take flight into Warrior III, 
moving slowly into a balance on your front foot and leg. Straighten the front leg and raise your back leg as your body flattens out. Reach 
both arms in front of you. You are flying! Root through the grounded foot and focus before trying Warriors on the other side.  
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87. Side Angle, Warrior III, Half Moon
Start in Side Angle Pose with the left leg forward. From there, straighten your front leg and slowly float into Warrior III by engaging 
your core, breathing deeply and reaching both arms in front of you. Stay here a few breaths. Then drop the left hand to the mat or your 
block, raise the other arm in the air, and let the hips open to the side for Half Moon. Take a few deep breaths and then change sides! 
Make sure you have enough room for this balancer!  
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88. Heel to Hip, Knee to Chest, Hand to Big Toe
A balancing act indeed, and great focus refresher because you can’t do this without concentrating! Like all balances, it's best to start 
this one off in Mountain. Get a good rooting of one foot, take your other heel behind you, and take hold of it with the same hand. Hold for 
a few breaths. Then, slowly, keep rooting through your foot as you release your heel and bring the knee to your chest. Balance, focus 
and concentrate! Hold for a breath or two, and then grab your big toe with your hand and straighten your leg to the side for Hand to Big 
Toe, all the while balancing and breathing deeply. Don’t forget to try this on the other side!  
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89. Knee to Chest, Heel to Hip, Dancer
Start off in Low Mountain for this balance mini. While getting a good grounding, decide what foot and leg to root first. Then raise the 
other knee to your chest and hold on, breathing deeply and maintaining your balance for several breathing cycles before moving your 
heel behind you and toward your hips. When ready, hold your back heel and foot with either both hands or just one, and raise your leg 
up and away from you. Move your torso, neck and head forward into Dancer pose for one variation of the pose. Hold for a few breathes 
before resting in Mountain. Then try this mini-sequence on the other side. Make sure kids have a flat surface and lots of space!
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90. High Mountain Trees
The ultimate focus refresher! Stand in Mountain Pose with your feet a fist or two apart and your hands in prayer position in front of the 
chest. Inspect the footing here and take a few breathes in this "standing meditation" posture. Inhale and sweep the arms out and above 
you for High Mountain Pose. Root with your feet and reach with your arms.  Bring hands back to prayer position, and raise one foot to 
the opposite calf for Little Tree Pose. Inhale your arms up at your sides reaching arms to the sky. Then bring your raised foot up to your 
inner thigh for High Tree. Make sure to do both sides, and on a flat surface.
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91. Forward Fold, Chair, Twist
Start in Forward Fold with the feet one or two fists apart, the body folded over, and hands to toes. Be relaxed and breathe deeply. 
Ground the feet further into the mat, bend the legs, and drop the hips into Chair Pose. Raise your arms up to the sky and a bit in front of 
you, as if you were sitting in a chair that is not really there. Stay here for a few breaths. Then bring your hands to prayer position in 
front of your heart and twist to your right side by dropping your left elbow to your right knee. Hold the twist for a couple of breathing 
cycles. Maintaining Chair bent legs and grounded feet. Don’t forget to twist to the other side! 
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92. Rock, Bridge, Hip Tilt
Hug your knees in Rock, rest a few breathes here, and relax. After several breathing cycles in Rock, place your feet flat on the mat,  hip 
distance apart. Keep the knees hip distance apart as well. Try to touch your heels with your finger tips. Inhale and raise your hips off 
the ground to Bridge pose, keeping your knees the same width apart. Use  your core and relax your hips in this moderate back bend. 
Press your arms and shoulders into the ground. Take a few breaths here before slowly lowering down to the mat, one vertebrae at a 
time. Once you are down, keep your knees bent and your feet on the mat and gently curl your hips up so that your back flattens on the 
mat in a Hip Tilt position. Try this a few times, coordinating your movement with your breathing.  
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93. Side Twist, Wheel, Rock
Lie down on your back with your arms extended out to your sides on the floor. Gaze to the right, bend your knees to your chest, and 
drop your knees to the left for a gentle Side Twist. Take a few breaths here and then switch to the other side. When you’ve done both 
sides bring feet onto the mat for Wheel Pose. Bend the arms, press your hands into the mat by your ears, ground through the feet, and 
raise the torso and hips to Wheel! Listen to your body and move slowly. Hold Wheel for a few breathing cycles before slowly lowering 
yourself to the mat and coming into Rock pose. Always follow up backbends with seated forward bends and listen to your body, which is 
your best Doctor: don’t to do this if you hear “no, thanks!”. 
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94. Seated Twisting Forward Bends
Start seated with your legs out in front of you. Bend the right leg and cross it over the left leg. Twist to the right while breathing deeply, 
and bring your left elbow to your right knee. Press the hands together for a few breaths. Then turn back to center, take hold of the foot 
of your bent leg, and straighten that leg forward and up. Hold a few breaths. Then lower the leg down to the floor next to the other leg 
and fold forward with the torso reaching to the mat and the head reaching toward the toes. Do this on the other side too! 
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95. Seated Forward Bends
A nice, relaxing follow up to a backbend is the Seated Forward Bend with wide legs. Sit with legs wide and bend from the waist toward 
one foot, reaching your torso and head to your knee and both arms to the foot and toes. Breathe deeply and feel the stretch before 
moving to center. Reach the arms forward and stay here a few breaths, feeling the stretch in the inner thighs, calves, back. Then change 
sides. I like to pretend we are making pizza here: I get the children to shake the imaginary ingredients above their heads and then 
spread them from one side to the other of the “pizza slice,” reaching to one foot and stretching forward to the other to cover the whole 
pizza with their favorite toppings!  
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96. Corpse, Seed, Hero
At the end of each yoga class, this is how I like to finish. I get the kids to rest for at least 5 minutes. I try for longer, but kids are limited 
by school schedules and also their desire to move! I cue breathing and ask them to bring their mind into their feet, hips, belly, 
shoulders, relaxing  each body part. When we are done in Corpse Pose, I ask them to slowly roll over into mouse pose for a few breaths 
with the head on the mat, and then up to Hero pose, always finishing the class with a bit of meditation and stillness.  
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Partner Yoga 
Poses

(Fun with Friends!)
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97. Partner Flower 
Start off seated and facing each other, with your feet on your partner’s feet and your legs bent. Hold hands and straighten your arms 
and legs, raising your legs and keeping your feet pressed together to become a two-person Flower! If you can’t get it at first, try raising 
one leg at a time with your partner before raising both together, and always remember to smile and have fun! 
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98. Partner Warrior III
Stand facing each other with arms extended in front of you,  fingertips about two feet apart. Make eye contact, and when ready and 
coordinated, slowly lean forward and wrap your hands around each other’s arms at the elbows.  Look down at your mats, reach your 
feet in the opposite direction of one another as you help each other balance in Warrior III.  Have lots of space for this! 
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99. Partner Tree Pose
Stand side by side with your partner, facing forward with your inside arms reaching up and your 
hands together. Take your outside hands across your bodies to press the palms of your arms 
together. Firmly root your inner leg, and bring the other leg to your inner thigh as your partner 
does the same. Breath deeply with your friend. You are a SUPER Big Tree & happy to be!
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100. Partner Seated Bend
A great way to finish off 100 coloring pages of yoga fun! Sit facing your partner with your legs 
wide and spread apart. Put your feet against your partner’s feet, reach forward, and hold each 
others’ hands. You can pull gently back and forth for a “Row Boat” action and feel the stretch in 
your back, hips, shoulders and hamstrings while you have fun with your friend doing yoga! 
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Appendix

References Used:

Although no texts were directly quoted, I have learned so much and gathered 
information from several sources. Following are the books, training manuals and 
websites that were so useful in putting together this coloring book. 

Books 

Kaur, Shakta Khalsa,  Fly Like a Butterfly: Yoga for Children,   Herndon, VA: Shining 
Circle Books, 1998.

Kaur, Shakta Khalsa, Kundalini Yoga: As Taught by Yogi Bhagan, New York, NY, Dorling 
Kindersley Publishing, 2000.

Hanh, Thich Nhat, Mindful Movements: Ten Exercises for Well Being, Berkeley, CA, 
Parallaz Press, 2008.

McCall, Timothy. Yoga as Medicine: The Yogic Prescription for Health and Healing, New 
York, NY, Bantam and Dell, 2007.

BKS Iyengar, Light on Yoga, New York, NY, Schocken Books, 1976. 

Teacher Training Manuals: 

Shakta Kaur Khalsa, Radiant Child Yoga Level I to II Manual,  Herndon VA, 2008.

Shakta Kaur Khalsa, Radiant Child Yoga Level  III Manual, Herndon, VA, 2008.

Shakta Kaur Khalsa and Allison Morgan, Radiant Child Yoga for ADHD and Autism 
Training Course Manual , Herndon, VA, 2008.

Main, Darren (Principal Author), Yoga Tree Teacher Training Foundational Course 
Manual, San Francisco, CA, 2009.

Weblinks

www.yogajournal.com 
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